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Front-page News

Some events of the day

"Picnic gourmet" at Colvere with "Fassa Fuori Menù"

Booking: Alpine Pearls office in Moena within the 27th of
August at 6.00 p.m. (€ 25 adults, € 15 under 12,
including guided excursion and branded gadget of Val di
Fassa; lifts from Ronchi to Valbona excluded: € 4 adults,
free for born after 1.06.2006).

An unforgettable refreshment to reward a walk at
altitude? There is "Picnic gourmet" for "Fassa
Fuori Menù", the new food festival that hosts
some local skillful chefs, performing in "show
cooking" through squares, woods and grazing.
On the 28th of August at Colvere, on Lusia Alp,
the 3rd appointment of the festival takes place,
with a guided excursion (starting from Ronchi)
and a refined picnic cooked by two starred
chefs, Paolo Donei (Malga Panna, Moena) and
Stefano Ghetta (L Chimpl da Tamion, Vigo), with
their capable colleagues Martino Rossi (Rifugio
Fuchiade, S. Pellegrino), Paolo Naccari (La
Montanara, Canazei) and Renato Prandi (Snow
Thrill, Passo S. Pellegrino). Beyond the dishes
by the cooks, tastes of "Puzzone", smoked ham,
honey and infusions. Not to miss!

Soldiers during WWI
Soraga
9.00 p.m. - La Gran Ciasa. The expert Maria
Piccolin, author of several pubblications about WWI
in the valley, rebuilds the historical situation and
gives information and curiosities during the meeting
entitled "L'organizzazione dell'esercito austroungarico e la sua presenza in Val di Fassa".

Princesses and heroes in a bottle
Vigo di Fassa
4.30 p.m. Playground. China, princesses, heroes
and a strange bottle mix in a puppet show by the
company "Il Laborincolo".

Dancing Schuhplattlerinnen
Canazei
9.00 p.m. - Piaz Marconi square. The gracious girls
dance alternate to the presentation of the village
events programme.

Easy walks

Passepartout

From Soraga to Barbide to the
centre of Tamion

Walkin’Jazz Quartet at the
"Summer Festival"

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From the centre of Soraga take Strada del Cioch
and then Strada de Barbida streets, to reach the
namesake quarterhood. Arrived at the church,
take the road on the right and, again on the right,
pass under an arch vault and go left towards the
mountain. Go on straight and then to the right
through woods and meadows to reach the flat in
a wood of larches and firs. A small hill on the
left is ideal to admire the view over Soraga,
Moena and Tamion, perched high among the
meadows. Go on straight and then along some
turns that bring to a grade where thousand year
old larches stand. After an ancient sun-burned
hayloft, enter the hamlet of Tamion. Here you
will meet two fountains where you can refresh,
afterwards you will reach the centre of the
hamlet. Go back along the same track.

The most beautiful tracks by Lucio Battisti,
Giorgio Gaber, Fabrizio De Andrè, Lucio Dalla
and Mina are the in the repertoire of Walkin'Jazz
Quartet, in concert tomorrow at 2.00 p.m., in the
green hollow of Ciampac over Alba di Canazei.
The second to last appointment of "Ciampac &
Buffaure Summer Festival", that in July and
August brings to the two localities at altitude in
Fassa, some original groups of the national
panorama, points directly to the author music,
rivisited in jazz shades. Walter Civettini
(trumpet), Stefano Raffaelli (livelectronics),
Flavio Zanon (double bass) and Enrico
Tommasini (drums) interpret songs that are real
italian "cults". In case of bad weather the show
will take place at 5.00 p.m. in the hall of the
aquatic centre "Dòlaondes" in Canazei.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
At the end of XIX Century, the number of tourists that Val di Fassa hosted for a quite long period wa
increasing. But nothing like the mass tourism we have today. The summer season lasted no more
than 40 days, from the half of July to the end of August, and in the whole valley there were no more
than twenty among hotels, lodging and houses that hosted tourists. Excluded few hotels that were
already reknown, the structures were described as quite spartan in the travel diaries, especially by
German and English mountaineers.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

26/08/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
Climbing course for children (7-14
years): rock champions.
Canazei

26/08/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
"Troi di ladins" MTB tour. Booking at
Sport Check Point (excursion against
payment),
Campitello di Fassa
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